A characterization is obtained of scalar multiples of unitary matrices in terms of the unitary invariance of a generalized numerical radius. The method of proof involves some rather delicate combinatorial considerations.
1. Introduction. Let n and m be positive integers, 1 ^ m n , and denote by M^m(C) (M n (C)) the vector space of all n-by-m (n -square) complex matrices. For a matrix A E M n (C), define the m th decomposable numerical range of A to be the set (1) W;(A) = {det(X*AX)|XGM n , m (C),det(X*X)=l} in the complex plane (the reason for this choice of terminology will become apparent in the next section). It is not difficult to verify that W* m (A) is compact, so it makes sense to define the mth decomposable 
zBW(A)
The numerical radius r(A) satisfies the interesting power inequality is a scalar multiple of a unitary matrix, then r^(A) remains invariant under pre-and postmultiplication of A by arbitrary unitary matrices. The purpose of the present paper is to prove that in fact this invariance property characterizes scalar multiples of unitary matrices (Theorem 1).
Preliminary notions.
The mth Grassmann space over C", denoted by A m C", provides an appropriate setting for our investigation of the mth decomposable numerical radius. The standard inner product in C" induces an inner product in A m C", given on decomposable symmetrized tensors
The Grassrnannian manifold G m (C") is the set of all unit length decomposable symmetrized tensors in A m C n :
Let A E:M n (C), and let C m (A) be the m th compound of A, so that for JCI," • •, x m E C n we have
If the columns of a matrix XEM^C) are x u ---,jc m in order, then 
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where {e u -• -, e n } is the standard orthonormal basis of C n , and compute that = (C m (U*AU)e 1 A where (U*AU) [1,-• •, m 11,-• •, m] indicates the submatrix of U*AU lying in rows and columns 1,-• •, m. In view of (6), this yields yet another formulation of the rath decomposable numerical range: denoting by U n (C) the multiplicative group of n-square unitary matrices, we have
From (6) We define P^(A), the mth decomposable eigenpolygon of A, to be the convex polygon in the complex plane spanned by all products of m eigenvalues of A. Thus In view of (7), (11) for-every co G Om, n for which ^«^0.
Suppose now that o* is a permutation in S n , the symmetric group of degree n, and U*E U n (C) is the permutation matrix corresponding to a:
In this situation, continuing with the above notation, we have Here <o v E Q mn is the strictly increasing rearrangement of the sequence and e w = ± 1 is the sign of the permutation
The mapping is clearly a bijection of Q mn . Hence from (19) and (21) Proof. We have observed in Corollary 2 that the condition is sufficient.
To see that the condition is necessary, assume (23) By (15) and Lemma 2 (with or = <p 1~k ), | ^7 (pl _ k | = | * y | and hence by (26) Then Lemma 2 together with (30) implies (32) a l a 2 ot 3 --a m = a y(kyk+1 a yik+iyk+1 ---a n -x a n .
Once again, since a x • • • a m >0 it follows from (31) and (32) that «! = a n .
This completes the proof.
We remark that the restriction m^ n in Theorem 1 is inevitable. Indeed, for any matrix A EM n (C), for all U, V£ U n (C). The hypothesis that A have rank at least m is equally essential, since any matrix A G M n (C) of rank less than m satisfies for all [/, Vel/ n (C).
